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General formulationGeneral formulation

System of interacting electrons (many-body 
problem) + crystal potential

External strong time-dependent laser field
(nonequilibrium problem)

Temperature effects (thermal bath, open system,
basic statistical mechanics)

Collect all difficulties of modern theoretical 
physics



Levels of descriptionLevels of description

- Macroscopic (LLG equations + temperature
balance, etc.)

- Microscopic, classical Heisenberg model

- Microscopic, quantum itinerant-electron model

-Ab initio, time-dependent density functional

Multiscale problem



TimeTime--dependent DFTdependent DFT

SE for many-body wave function in configurational
space is replaced by single-particle nonlinear
self-consistent equation

SpinorSpinor

B is self-consistent
magnetic field



SimplificationsSimplifications

Adiabatic approx.: Vxc and Bxc are the same as in
the equilibrium + local (spin) density approx.

n,m are charge and spin densities



Linear response: magnetic susceptibilityLinear response: magnetic susceptibility

MIK & Lichtenstein, JPCM 16, 7439 (2004)

At the same time (Runge-Gross theorem, 1984) in TD-DFT

A response of effective system
of noninteracting Kohn-Sham
particles (Liu & Vosko 1989 for
magnetic case)



Linear response: magnetic susceptibility IILinear response: magnetic susceptibility II

Rigorous exprression

Adiabatic approximation plus LSDA: Adiabatic approximation plus LSDA: 

Transverse susceptibility is separated from
(longitudinal spin + charge) susceptibilities



Transverse susceptibilityTransverse susceptibility

Local Stoner
parameterparameter

Kohn-Sham
states



Longitudinal susceptibilityLongitudinal susceptibility



Separation of Separation of magnonmagnon polespoles

After rigorous manipulations 

Magnon pole

Im part corresponds to Stoner damping



Alternative definition of exchangesAlternative definition of exchanges

Static susceptibility

The first way (poles of susceptibility) corresponds Liechtenstein, 
MIK & Gubanov, J. Phys. F 1984, the second way (static suscept.)
Bruno, PRL 2003. The expressions for stiffness constant coincide
and are rigorous within the adiabatic approximation + LSDA



Nonlocal corrections to Nonlocal corrections to magnonmagnon stiffnessstiffness

MIK & Antropov, PRB 67, 140406 (2003)

Exchange and correlation in spiral state of  
homogeneous electron gas

Angular gradient
corrections

Corrections to stiffness 
constant



Stiffness constants for Fe and NiStiffness constants for Fe and Ni

Fe: LSDA                                             239
with gradient corrections                      251            
experiment                                         280 - 310    

(in meV/Å2)

experiment                                         280 - 310    

Ni: LSDA                                              692            
with gradient corrections                      735
experiment                                         550-630

Corrections are quite small



Stoner damping in Fe and NiStoner damping in Fe and Ni

Antropov,
Harmon,
Smirnov,
JMMM 200,
148 (1999)

fcc-Ni



Nonlinear spin dynamicsNonlinear spin dynamics

Rigid spin approximation: slow spin motions, 
well-defined magnetic moments

Antropov, MIK et al, PRL 75, 729 (1995); PRB 54, 1019 (1996) 

1. Start with time-dependent Schroedinger equation

2. Time-dependent unitary transformation tp a coordinate system
where spin at given rt is along z axis



Nonlinear spin dynamics IINonlinear spin dynamics II

In the local coordinate system the Hamiltonian has diagonal part

1. Off-diagonal part can be neglected if local spin splitting is much
larger than frequency of rotations (Stoner splitting much largerlarger than frequency of rotations (Stoner splitting much larger
than typical magnon energy)
Valid for d(f) magnets, may be incorrect for s(p) magnets (if any) 
(Edwards & MIK, JPCM 2006)

2. Rigid rotation within atomic spheres (neglecting terms with 
gradients of angles) 
Valid for well-defined local moments, wrong for weak magnets
such as ZrZn2 or Sc3In



Nonlinear spin dynamics IIINonlinear spin dynamics III

Ab initio SD

Magnetic momentMagnetic moment
direction

Torque, E is the total
energy



Magnetic force theoremMagnetic force theorem

(Lichtenstein & MIK 1984)

Total energy in DF

Variation

at fixed potential due to change of potential



Magnetic force theorem IIMagnetic force theorem II

- Torque can be written in terms of variation
of the density of states 
- Decomposition of the torque in pair terms gives 
exchange integrals (LK)
- These exchange parameters are local (near - These exchange parameters are local (near 
given magnetic configuration)
- Adding constrain to stabilize rotated configuration
gives exchange parameters (Bruno)

Exchange parameters for d metals are strongly non-
Heisenbergian (depend on magnetic configuration)
(Turzhevskii, Lichtenstein & MIK, Fiz. Tverd. Tela 1990)



Example: magnetism of Fe, Co, NiExample: magnetism of Fe, Co, Ni

Iron Cobalt Nickel

Ferromagnetism of iron

is known from ancient times



Problem: coexistence of localizedProblem: coexistence of localized

and itinerant behaviorand itinerant behavior

Local magnetic moments do
exist above TC (Curie-Weiss
law, spectroscopy, neutrons…)

d electrons are itinerant (FS,

4f electrons are normally pure localized but not 3d

d electrons are itinerant (FS,
chemical bonding, transport…)

Iron, majority spin FS



From atomic state to itinerantFrom atomic state to itinerant

Experiment:Experiment:

disappearance 

of multiplets 

Calculations:

increase of

hybridization

Blue line: exact

diagonalization

for free atom



Dynamical Mean Field Theory IDynamical Mean Field Theory I

A natural generalization of the familiar MFT
to the problem of electrons in a lattice

A.Georges, G.Kotliar, W.Krauth and M.Rozenberg, Rev. Mod. Phys. ‘96

Key idea: take one site Key idea: take one site 
out of a lattice and
embed it in a self-
consistent bath =
mapping to an effective 
impurity problem



Dynamical Mean Field Theory IIDynamical Mean Field Theory II
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Ferromagnetism of transition metals: LDA+DMFTFerromagnetism of transition metals: LDA+DMFT

2.5

Ni: LDA+DMFT (T=0.9 Tc)
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Ferromagnetic Ni DMFT vs. LSDA: • 30% band narrowing
• 50% spin-splitting reduction
• -6 eV sattellite

LDA+DMFT with ME
J. Braun et al
PRL (2006)
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Lichtenstein, MIK, Kotliar, PRL (2001)



Orbital magnetic momentsOrbital magnetic moments

For FexCo1-x alloys



ItinerantItinerant--electron electron ferromagnetismferromagnetism

at finite temperaturesat finite temperatures

Stoner

T=0

Heisenberg Spin-fluctuation

T=0

T<Tc

T>Tc



LDA+DisorderedLDA+Disordered Local MomentsLocal Moments

The best first-principle

Spin-fluctuation model

with classical moments

DLM

EXP

J. Staunton and B. Gyorffy

PRL69, 371 (1992) 

with classical moments

DLM

EXP



DMFT Effective Magnetic Moments: T>DMFT Effective Magnetic Moments: T>TTcc

� exp eff loc DLM Tc exp
Fe 3.13 3.09 2.8 1.96 1900 1043
Ni 1.62 1.5 1.3 1.21 700 631
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ARPES for ironARPES for iron

Agreement is not bad (muchAgreement is not bad (much
better than LDA/GGA) but
essentially worse than in 
nickel. Correlations in iron
are not quite local



ARPES for ARPES for 3d metals3d metals

Variation of U

does not help 

Black – spin up, red – spin down
Upper panel – exper,lower - DMFT

does not help 

too much for Fe



Why Ni is more local than Fe?Why Ni is more local than Fe?

S. Hershfield http://www.phys.ufl.edu/fermisurfaceS. Hershfield http://www.phys.ufl.edu/fermisurface

Nickel is almost half-metallic: majority-spin FS almost coincides 
with the boundaries of the Brillouin band

But the difference for minority spin is even more dramatic

Occupations for majority (minority) electrons 
5 means full occupation

Fe: 4.6 (2.34) Ni: 4.82 (4.15)



Why Ni is more local than Fe IIWhy Ni is more local than Fe II

Friedel oscillations originating from FS are much weaker in nickel

As a result:

Magnons are much

softer in Fe than in

Ni (Curie temp. 

Higher but magnonHigher but magnon

frequencies lower)

Fe

Co

Ni

The softer magnons the stronger nonlocal e-m intercation



Exchange and Exchange and FunctionalsFunctionals

Magnetic force
theorem



LDA+DMFTLDA+DMFT

(Lichtenstein & MIK 1997, 1998,1999; Anisimov et al 1997)



Exchange interactions from DMFTExchange interactions from DMFT

Heisenberg exchange:

Magnetic torque:

Exchange interactions:Exchange interactions:

Spin wave spectrum:

MIK & Lichtenstein Phys. Rev. B 61,  8906 (2000)

Non-collinear magnetism 
:



Alternative viewAlternative view

First- and second-
order smallness in
theta angle!

Total energy corrections by diagram technique
neglecting vertex corrections → our exchanges

Exact within DMFT (local self-energy!)



Results for Fe and NiResults for Fe and Ni

bcc Fe
Ni



DzialoshinskiiDzialoshinskii--Moriya interactionsMoriya interactions

MIK, Kvashnin, Mazurenko & Lichtenstein, PRB 82, 100403 (2010)

LDA+U

DM interactionsDM interactions
(weak FM, etc.)

Small rotations



DzialoshinskiiDzialoshinskii--Moriya interactions IIMoriya interactions II

Starting from collinear

configuration



Applications Applications to Lato La22CuOCuO44

Canting angle 0.005
Exper. 0.003



FeBOFeBO33
A novel exper. 

technique to 

measure DM vector

and not only canting

angle (resonant

X-ray scattering)

Agrees 

well

with 

exper.



Molecular magnetsMolecular magnets

Example: V15 AFM ground state S = 1/2



LDA+U calculationsLDA+U calculations



LDA+U calculations IILDA+U calculations II

Exact diagonalization
for Heisenberg model



MnMn1212: full calculations: full calculations

Motivation The prototype molecular

magnet

Dimension of HilbertDimension of Hilbert

space: 
(2ˣ2+1)8(2ˣ3/2+1)4=108

A real challenge!



MnMn1212: full calculations II: full calculations II

Inelastic netron scattering data: cannot be explained without 
strong DM interactions (MIK, Dobrovistki & Harmon, PRB 1999)

Eight-spin model: S = ½ dimers from S=2 and S=3/2
Dimensionality of Hilbert space decreases to 104

Cannot be justified quantitatively!

Full LDA+U calculations plus Lanczos ED Full LDA+U calculations plus Lanczos ED 



MnMn1212: full calculations III: full calculations III
Plus anisotropy tensors...

No fitting parameters at all – not

so bad!



αα--γγ transformation in Fe: role of magnetismtransformation in Fe: role of magnetism

Zener: bcc phase of Fe is stabilized by magnetism (DOS peaks

destabilizing crystal lattice are moved from the Fermi energy) 

Dynamical instability as a 

result of disappearance of

magnetic moments

DMFT is essential!!!



Frustrated magnetism in Frustrated magnetism in γγ--FeFe

Antropov et al, PRL 1995 - first practical application of ab initio SD

Many magnetic structures 

with very close energies

(frustration); strong 

dependence on  lattice 

constants

Also in Fe-Ni alloysAlso in Fe-Ni alloys

Application to Invar problem

Atomic

volumes

in a.u.

Fe-Ni



Frustrated magnetism in Frustrated magnetism in γγ--Fe IIFe II

Total exchange is determined by J1; long-

range oscillating tail favors frustrations. J1 

strongly depend on volume



Frustrated magnetism in Frustrated magnetism in γγ--Fe Fe IIIIII

Okatov, Gornostyrev, Lichtenstein & MIK, PR B 84, 214422 (2011)

Exchange parameters are very sensitive not only to volume but

also to tetragonal deformations – stabilization of fct phase



Magnetism along the Bain path in FeMagnetism along the Bain path in Fe

Okatov, Kuznetsov, Gornostyrev, Urtsev & MIK, PR B 79, 

094011 (2011)
Transition without barrier

starting from FM state

A very important consequences

for morphology of the 

transformation

Free energy

to be used

in phase field

1-5: T=0K;

700; 1000;

1300; ∞

Magnetic

temperature



Carbon impurity in Carbon impurity in γγ--Fe:Fe:
Role of exchange interactions Role of exchange interactions 

Long-standing problem: 

solution enthalpy of C in γ-Fe

Solution: local tetragonal 

distortions and local FM 

ordering

Solution enthalpy 0.55 eV (exp. 0.4 eV)

Deformations make C-C interaction much

stronger (not pure dilatation centers)



Beyond the talkBeyond the talk

- Finite-temperature effects
- Ab initio spin dynamics for real systems
- Intermediate level: TB spin dynamics
- And many, many specific applications to real 
materialsmaterials
- Magnetic interactions out of equilibrium



CollaborationCollaboration
Recent:
A. Lichtenstein and S. Brener (Hamburg)
Yu. Gornostyrev, S. Okatov, A. Kuznetsov 
(Ekaterinburg)
A. Secchi and A. Rudenko (Nijmegen)
V. Mazurenko (Ekaterinburg)V. Mazurenko (Ekaterinburg)
Ya. Kvashnin and O. Eriksson (Uppsala)
and many other people involved in development
of the formalism and calculations for specific 
materials in 1987-2013, esp. V. Antropov (Ames)
and D. Boukhvalov (Seoul)

Thank you for your attention


